Mobeix™
Digital Onboarding

Redefine Customer
Onboarding Experience
The increased use of digital capabilities and
channels across all industries has had and
continues to have a dramatic impact on

Additionally, ensuring a smooth
onboarding process can give the banks
an edge over competitors as well as
enhancing how existing customer
relationships are expanded with new
products and services.
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Enhanced User Experience
Digital onboarding provides greater ﬂexibility
and user-friendly interface for customers to
create accounts & to use the banking services

Reduced Customer Lead Time
Integrated streamlined process of document
validation & faster support reduces onboarding
time from hours/days to minutes resulting in
better customer experience

Reduced Cost-to-Serve

Streamlined Process

Automation of process reduces the overhead of
manual interventions while increasing
productivity

Personalised digital onboarding journey for
customers with a reduction in multiple touch
points, has a signiﬁcant impact on banks
revenue

Accurate Evidence Validation

Increased Customer Acquisition

Enhanced customer due diligence process using
AI, ML for banks and credit score reduces AML/
blacklist risk

Eﬀortless digital enrolment with better user
experience, increases account openings,
decreases drop-out rates and enhances
customer loyalty

Mobeix™
Digital
Onboarding
Capabilities

Seamless Data Capture &
Extraction

Identity Proof

Collect customer’s data either by manual entry or
by auto-ﬁlling of data from the scanned identity
documents using OCR (Optical Character
Recognition) technology

Validation of the scanned identity proof,
including images with highly secured features
such as hologram, edge detection etc. with
advanced technologies such as AI and ML

eKYC AML/Blacklist Checks

Real-time Proof of Ownership

Veriﬁcation of captured customer’s data for
background checks such as blacklist or AML by
integrating with KYC (Know Your Customers) to
reveal the credibility & for credit score

Solution validates proof of ownership by
comparing the image in the document with
customer’s selﬁe along with liveness detection

Digital ID

Digital Signature

Integrate to country's regulators maintained
Digital/Unique ID through available open API’s to
fetch customer details or validate biometric
information (if maintained)

E-signature/Digital Signature feature enables
banks to provide a digital seal on the
onboarding digital document generated for the
customer

Comprehensive Onboarding Flow

Customer Authentication

Comprehensive onboarding ﬂow covers product
suggestion, user registration across all channels,
enable account origination, and integration to
any payment system

Customer is authenticated through two-factor
authentication mechanism such as Email/SMS
OTP as part of onboarding process
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